
 

1. Finish looking at “The Crossing”

2. Write about it.

3. Nuts & bolts

4. Setting boot camp

5. For next class…





Read, mark, and think about the poem

Don’t start a scavenger hunt for devices.

Rather, write down insights and questions.

What do you notice?

Let’s talk about it.



We’re going to keep a senior journal of sorts.  Use a 
small spiral or just a composition notebook.

This will be your first entry:

What burdens you?

Who are you?

What do you own that you must (or want to) carry 
with you?

What have you been given?

What is calling you to the other side?



ALWAYS check our main class site

http://hausmannaplit.com

Bookmark it or sign up to follow it.  

*I will always specify on the site, if 
you need to go to Classroom for 
additional materials. Go HERE first.

hausmannaplit.com


• I will use Classroom as housing place for our 

in-class work as well as digital assignments.

• For instance, the video clips you’ll watch 

today will be posted in Classroom. 

• When we write on joint docs or 

presentations (which we will do A LOT), I’ll 

use Classroom.

M4 = 0rr4ypp

G2 =  cfbq75  



To correspond with the maroon and gold rotation, 

you’ll need to register for your section of the class.

Be certain to register, as this is one of the main ways I 

send out reminders or get in touch with you 

personally outside of class.

M4: @fek76g to 81010

G2:     @89chcc to 81010



 Get yourself two decent sized three-ring binders. 1- 1.5 

inches should suffice.

 Label one “Poetry” and one “Prose”

 Pick up a pack of dividers so you can organize the binders, 

as we start to fill ‘em up with all the resources you’ll get for 

this class to prep for the AP exam.

 Writing utensils, highlighters

 Loose leaf paper

 Either a spiral notebook for notes OR you can create a 

notes doc (folder) in Google Drive.

 A comp notebook or small spiral for your senior journal.



Open up this link.  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1m9K0KyW88OGYHeW4b40vHiOmFi38AxYFTvGUQueb-j0/edit?usp=sharing


 Finish up the study guide for How to Read Literature Like a 

Professor.

 Submit on Classroom by the end of today 8/19 (M) / Tues 8/20(G) 

OR you can print a copy and give it to me that day in class.

 Complete the setting analysis for chapters 1-6 of Brave New World 

(see other slide show.)

 Be ready to talk about Thomas Jefferson’s “The Dangers of 

Reading Fiction. ” 

o Specifically, you’ll share your thoughts regarding whether you 

agree or disagree with his claims.  Pull in several examples from 

BNW for evidence as well as from your other reading 

experiences.  


